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 Download all of your Surfers data, or explore specific data and create your own surface models right from your computer. Data Selection: Surfer lets you select your data by listing a file path, or you can select from any folder that you've saved your data into. The data can be in any format that Surfers supports. Currently supported data types include: *.odt *.odt.surf *.odt.txt *.csv *.csv.surf *.csv.txt
*.html *.html.surf *.html.txt *.txt *.txt.surf *.txt.txt *.xml *.xml.surf *.xml.txt *.xml.txt.surf Open-source, Available for Windows, Linux, and Mac, For more information on installation, see the Help Documentation. Download a copy of Surfers from GitHub or learn more about the release of Surfer. Feature Highlights Capture Surfaces: Surfer is a powerful mapping and analysis tool for

understanding your data, and creating your own 3D models from multiple point cloud sources. Surfer supports creating new and editing existing surfaces in 3D, and shows surface parameters in an intuitive way. You can also use Surfer to create or re-create surfaces in vector formats, such as SVG, PDF, and EPS. Use Surfer to capture, edit, and visualize your cloud data, or to create your own 3D
models. Visio-like Surface Display: Surfer makes it easy to visualize and edit multiple surfaces from a point cloud, while retaining surface continuity and making it easy to compare different surfaces. Surfer's surface display is so intuitive, you can quickly build surfaces using the familiar Visio® visualization tool. If you've seen Visio before, Surfer will be like getting used to a new pair of shoes.

Surface Editing: Surfer allows you to rotate, scale, edit vertices, holes, and give surfaces an explicit surface normal. Surfer's unique display and editing tools make it easy to quickly capture, edit, and make more surface models. Surfer has a very easy-to-use interface. Surfer's Surface Editor makes it easy to manipulate surfaces and edit vertices. 82157476af
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